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The General ProblemThe General Problem

Learn the parameters for a fixed Learn the parameters for a fixed 
network with complete datanetwork with complete data
Learn the parameters for a fixed Learn the parameters for a fixed 
network with incomplete datanetwork with incomplete data
Learn both parameters and Learn both parameters and 
even the network structure from even the network structure from 
incomplete data incomplete data –– in the in the 
presence of missing values or presence of missing values or 
hidden variableshidden variables

Paper 1:Paper 1:
The Bayesian Structural EM The Bayesian Structural EM 

AlgorithmAlgorithm
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The Structural EM AlgorithmThe Structural EM Algorithm

In the previous paper:In the previous paper:
Combines Standard EM algorithm which Combines Standard EM algorithm which 
optimizes parameters and Structure optimizes parameters and Structure 
search for model selectionsearch for model selection
Using penalized likelihood scores which Using penalized likelihood scores which 
includes BIC/MDL and various includes BIC/MDL and various 
approximations to the Bayesian scoreapproximations to the Bayesian score

In this paper, extended structural EM In this paper, extended structural EM 
to deal with the Bayesian model to deal with the Bayesian model 
selectionselection

IntroductionIntroduction

Current methods are successful at Current methods are successful at 
learning both the structure and the learning both the structure and the 
parameters from complete dataparameters from complete data
Things are different when the data is Things are different when the data is 
incompleteincomplete
It is unreasonable to require It is unreasonable to require 
complete data to train the network complete data to train the network 
while allowing inference based on while allowing inference based on 
incomplete dataincomplete data
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IntroductionIntroduction

The key idea in structural EM:The key idea in structural EM:
Use the best estimate of the distribution Use the best estimate of the distribution 
to complete the data and use to complete the data and use 
procedures that work efficiently for procedures that work efficiently for 
complete data on this completed data.complete data on this completed data.
Performs search in the joint space of Performs search in the joint space of 

(structure X parameters ) for the best (structure X parameters ) for the best 
structurestructure
In each step, it either find better In each step, it either find better 
parameters for the current structure or parameters for the current structure or 
find a new structurefind a new structure

PreliminariesPreliminaries

Factored ModelFactored Model
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Bayesian LearningBayesian Learning

Bayesian Learning attempts to Bayesian Learning attempts to 
make predictions by make predictions by 
conditioning the prior on the conditioning the prior on the 
observed data.observed data.
The prediction of the probability The prediction of the probability 
of an event X after seeing the of an event X after seeing the 
training data, can be written as:training data, can be written as:

Bayesian LearningBayesian Learning

WhereWhere

(2)

(3)

We can not afford to sum over all We can not afford to sum over all 
possible modelspossible models

MAP modelMAP model
Sum over models with highest Sum over models with highest 
posterior probabilitiesposterior probabilities
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AssumptionsAssumptions
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Exponential RepresentationExponential Representation
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PriorPrior

In practice, it is useful to require In practice, it is useful to require 
that the prior for each factor is a that the prior for each factor is a 
conjugate prior. conjugate prior. 
For many types of exponential For many types of exponential 
distributions, the conjugate distributions, the conjugate 
priors lead to a closepriors lead to a close--form form 
solution for the posterior beliefs solution for the posterior beliefs 
and for the probability of the and for the probability of the 
data.data.

DirichletDirichlet PriorPrior
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Learning From complete dataLearning From complete data

Learning factored models from data Learning factored models from data 
is done by searching over the space is done by searching over the space 
of models for a model that maximize of models for a model that maximize 
the scorethe score
By changing the factored model By changing the factored model 
locally, the score of the new model locally, the score of the new model 
differs from the score of the old differs from the score of the old 
model by only a few termsmodel by only a few terms
By caching accumulated sufficient By caching accumulated sufficient 
statistics for various factors, various statistics for various factors, various 
combination of different factors can combination of different factors can 
be evaluated efficientlybe evaluated efficiently

Modifying the modelModifying the model

Operations:Operations:
Arc AdditionsArc Additions
Arc RemovalsArc Removals
Arc ReversalsArc Reversals

ComplexityComplexity
O(nO(n22) neighbors at each step) neighbors at each step
O(nO(n) re) re--evaluationsevaluations
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Learning from incomplete dataLearning from incomplete data

Harder than that for complete dataHarder than that for complete data
The posterior is no longer product of The posterior is no longer product of 
independent termsindependent terms
The probability of data is no longer The probability of data is no longer 
product of termsproduct of terms
The model can not be represented with The model can not be represented with 
closed formclosed form
Can not make exact prediction give a Can not make exact prediction give a 
model using the integral of (3)model using the integral of (3)

Learning from Incomplete dataLearning from Incomplete data

Harder than learning from complete dataHarder than learning from complete data
Since the probability of the data given a Since the probability of the data given a 
model no longer decomposes, direct model no longer decomposes, direct 
estimate the integral of (2) is needed.estimate the integral of (2) is needed.
Approximating the integralApproximating the integral

If the posterior over parameters is If the posterior over parameters is 
sharply peaked, the integral in (3) is sharply peaked, the integral in (3) is 
dominated by the prediction in a dominated by the prediction in a 
small region around the posterior’ small region around the posterior’ 
peak, so thatpeak, so that
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Learning from Incomplete dataLearning from Incomplete data

Estimate the integralEstimate the integral

Stochastic SimulationStochastic Simulation
LargeLarge--sample approximationsample approximation

The structural EM AlgorithmThe structural EM Algorithm

Directly optimize the Bayesian Directly optimize the Bayesian 
score rather than asymptotic score rather than asymptotic 
approximationapproximation
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The Structural EMThe Structural EM

A class of models M that each model is A class of models M that each model is 
parameterized by a vector parameterized by a vector ΘΘMM such that each such that each 
choice of values choice of values ΘΘMM defines a probability defines a probability 
distribution Pr( distribution Pr( ··:, M, :, M, ΘΘMM))
Assuming prior over models and parameter Assuming prior over models and parameter 
assignment in each modelassignment in each model
Maximize Maximize 

)Pr(
)Pr()|Pr()|Pr(

D
MMDDM

hh
h =

Pr(DPr(D) is the probability over all models, which is ) is the probability over all models, which is 
the same for all the models, so maximize the the same for all the models, so maximize the 
nominator is enoughnominator is enough

The structural EMThe structural EM

With missing data in D, evaluating With missing data in D, evaluating 
Pr(D|MPr(D|Mhh) is not easy) is not easy
Assuming the evaluation of Assuming the evaluation of 
Pr(H,O|MPr(H,O|Mhh) is possible) is possible

True for models satisfying assumption True for models satisfying assumption 
1 1 –– 4 4 
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The structural EM AlgorithmThe structural EM Algorithm

The Structural EMThe Structural EM

At each iteration, the algorithm At each iteration, the algorithm 
attempts to maximize the attempts to maximize the 
expected score of models expected score of models 
instead of their actual scoreinstead of their actual score

Why is this easier?Why is this easier?
Depends on the class of modelDepends on the class of model

What does this buy us? What does this buy us? 
The evaluation is efficientThe evaluation is efficient
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Theorem 3.1Theorem 3.1

A weaker algorithmA weaker algorithm

M*M*--stepstep
Choose MChoose Mn+1n+1 such that such that 

Q(MQ(Mn+1 n+1 : : MMnn) > ) > Q(MQ(Mnn : : MMnn))
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Theorem 3.2Theorem 3.2

Bayesian Structural EM for Bayesian Structural EM for 
factored modelsfactored models
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Bayesian Structural EM for Bayesian Structural EM for 
factored modelsfactored models

EvaluatingEvaluating
)]([log ii SFE

Simple approximationSimple approximation
])[(log)]([log iiii SEFSFE ≈

Computing probability over Computing probability over 
assignments assignments HH

Use MAP approximationUse MAP approximation

)ˆ,|Pr(),|Pr( Θ≈ hh MXDMX

Bayesian Structural EM for Bayesian Structural EM for 
factored modelsfactored models
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Computing Computing E[logF(SE[logF(S)])]

Linear approximationLinear approximation

Gaussian approximationGaussian approximation

E[logF(SE[logF(S)] on )] on DirichletDirichlet PriorPrior

See the paper for details
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Paper2 :Paper2 :
Learning Bayesian Networks Learning Bayesian Networks 

from Incomplete Datafrom Incomplete Data

IntroductionIntroduction

Learning both the structure and Learning both the structure and 
the parametersthe parameters
Using combination of EM and Using combination of EM and 
Imputation techniquesImputation techniques
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Missing DataMissing Data

MCARMCAR
MARMAR
NMARNMAR

Methods for handling missing Methods for handling missing 
datadata

Using only fullyUsing only fully--observed casesobserved cases
Assign to each missing value a new valueAssign to each missing value a new value
Replacing each missing value by a single Replacing each missing value by a single 
valuevalue
Replacing each missing value by the mean Replacing each missing value by the mean 
of observed valuesof observed values
Multiple imputation methodMultiple imputation method
Sum over all possible values for each Sum over all possible values for each 
missing data point while calculating the missing data point while calculating the 
required parametersrequired parameters
EM and Gibbs samplingEM and Gibbs sampling
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The AlgorithmThe Algorithm

Combination of EM and Imputation Combination of EM and Imputation 
to interactively refine the structureto interactively refine the structure

Use current estimate of the structure Use current estimate of the structure 
and the incomplete data to refine the and the incomplete data to refine the 
conditional probabilitiesconditional probabilities
Impute new values for missing data Impute new values for missing data 
points by sampling from the new points by sampling from the new 
estimate of the conditional probabilitiesestimate of the conditional probabilities
Refines the structure from new estimate Refines the structure from new estimate 
of the data using standard algorithms for of the data using standard algorithms for 
learning Bayesian network from learning Bayesian network from 
complete datacomplete data

ImputationImputation

Missing data can be imputed to Missing data can be imputed to 
values drawn from the estimated values drawn from the estimated 
conditional probability conditional probability 
distributionsdistributions
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The AlgorithmThe Algorithm
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The AlgorithmThe Algorithm
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The AlgorithmThe Algorithm
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Question?Question?

Any question?Any question?

Thank you!Thank you!


